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Abstract: The Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS) on the Mercury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft has provided global images of Mercury’s
surface. A subset of off-nadir observations acquired at different times resulted in near-global stereo
coverage and enabled the creation of local area digital elevation models (DEMs). We derived fifty-
seven DEMs covering nine sites of scientific interest and tied each to a geodetic reference derived
from Mercury Laser Altimeter (MLA) profiles. DEMs created as part of this study have pixel scales
ranging from 78 m/px to 500 m/px, and have vertical precisions less than the DEM pixel scale.
These DEMs allow detailed characterizations of key Mercurian features. We present a preliminary
examination of small features called “hollows” in three DEM sites. Depth measurements from the
new DEMs are consistent with previous shadow and stereo measurements.

Keywords: Mercury; digital elevation models; MESSENGER; MDIS; stereophotogrammetry; hollows;
high resolution

1. Introduction

The Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS) onboard the Mercury Surface, Space
ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft has provided a
variety of observations to investigate the origin and evolution of the innermost planet. One
of the primary objectives of the MDIS experiment was the acquisition of high-resolution
images of significant landforms [1]. The MDIS experiment consisted of a Narrow-Angle
Camera (NAC) and a Wide-Angle Camera (WAC) [1,2]. Although MDIS is not a stereo
camera, off-nadir observations acquired at different times resulted in near-global stereo
coverage [1,3]. In addition, specific high-priority targets were imaged in stereo at a higher
resolution than the global campaign, enabling the creation of local area Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs).

The orbit of the spacecraft was close to polar and highly eccentric, with a periapsis that
varied from 200 to 506 km and an apoapsis of 10,000 to 15,000 km; the periapsis occurred
within 30◦ to 6◦ from the north pole [4–6]. Its orbital period was 12 h from entry into orbit
around Mercury on 8 March 2011 until March 2012, when the orbit was lowered, resulting
in an 8 h period. Then, beginning in mid-June 2014, a series of maneuvers resulted in
periapsis varying from 15 to 200 km until MESSENGER impacted Mercury on 30 April
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2015 [4,5]. These later mission periods enabled the acquisition of higher-resolution NAC
observations (~1 m to ~300 m pixel scales) of regions of interest [2,6,7].

This paper describes the production of high-resolution regional MDIS NAC DEMs
with an uncertainty analysis. It also demonstrates how these products can be helpful for
scientific investigation with a topographic analysis of hollows, an enigmatic landform
found only on Mercury [8–10].

2. Data Sources

The DEMs were computed from MDIS NAC images, with elevation profiles from
the Mercury Laser Altimeter (MLA) [11] serving as a geodetic reference frame. When no
MLA data directly covered the NAC DEMs, MDIS WAC images controlled to MLA profiles
bridged the gaps in coverage.

2.1. Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS)

The NAC was an off-axis reflector with a 1.5◦ field of view (FOV), providing images
with a pixel scale of 5 m at an altitude of 200 km. The WAC was a four-element refractor
with a 10.5◦ FOV and 12-position filter wheel, providing images with a pixel scale of 36 m
at an altitude of 200 km. Each camera had an identical 1024 × 1024 charge-coupled device
(CCD) detector. The two cameras were mounted and co-aligned on a pivoting platform
with a 90◦ range of motion about the +z axis (the boresight of most of the MESSENGER
instruments). This alignment allowed off-nadir image acquisition without affecting the
pointing of other instruments or misalignment of the sunshade, enabling the acquisition of
stereo observations [1,12].

2.2. Mercury Laser Altimeter (MLA)

We used altimetry obtained from the MLA to increase the absolute accuracy of NAC
DEMs. MLA was a time-of-flight altimeter that measured the shape of Mercury by using
pulse detection and pulse edge timing to precisely determine the range from the spacecraft
to the surface [11]. The MLA pulse width was ~6 ns (FWHM), taken at a rate of 8 Hz with
a 20 mJ laser pulse energy at a wavelength of 1064.3 nm [5]. MLA ranging observations
were only available for latitudes between 90◦N and 18◦S due to MESSENGER’s highly
elliptical orbit and periapsis at high northern latitudes, with measurements becoming
sparser with decreasing latitude. At the time of this work, the best available MLA profiles
were the version archived in volume MESSMLA_2001; we downloaded these from the
PDS and filtered them to use only channel 0 [13]. These version 1 tracks have not been
crossover-corrected. While these MLA measurements’ horizontal accuracies are not well
constrained, they had a radial precision of <1 m and a radial accuracy of <20 m with respect
to Mercury’s center of mass [14]. Additionally, the spacecraft position was known to within
a few tens of meters [15].

3. Methodology

High-resolution regional WAC and local-scale NAC DEM processing were completed
using a combination of Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS) [16–18] and
SOCET SET from BAE Systems [19,20]. Although there are important differences (e.g., framing
vs. pushbroom camera systems), the DEM processing for MDIS DEMs is similar to the process
used for the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) NAC DEM production described
by Henriksen et al. [21] and for the High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE)
DEM production of Mars reported by Kirk et al. [22] and Sutton et al. [23].

Other regional MDIS DEMs at comparable resolutions have been created using various
methods. Fassett [24] generated 96 DEMs at 45–245 m/pixel using the Ames Stereo Pipeline.
Ostrach and Dundas [25] created 11 DEMs using SOCET SET (made by USGS Astrogeology).
Tenthoff et al. [26] adapted a shape-from-shading method for use on MDIS images to extract
eight DEMs with pixel scales as low as 3.3 m; in addition, Weirich et al. [27] used stereopho-
toclinometry to create four DEMs at 20–120 m/px. At the km scale, Preusker et al. [28]
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divided the Mercurian surface into 15 quadrangles and is producing 222 m/pixel DEMs by
photogrammetrically processing thousands of images. To date, 4 quadrangles have been
published [29]. We compare our DEMs to the available co-located products in Section 4.3.

DEM production is described in the following sections and summarized in Figure 1.
After determining appropriate stereo pairs based on acquisition conditions and image over-
lap, images were calibrated and formatted for ingestion into SOCET SET using ISIS. Once
imported into SOCET SET, each image was corrected for relative orientation to all other
images in the stereo model and then for absolute orientation using MLA profiles. When the
stereo model bundle-adjustment achieved a root mean square error (RMSE) < 0.5 pixels,
we extracted a final DEM for each stereo pair. DEMs were manually edited, as needed, to
minimize artifacts. Geometrically correct orthorectified maps, or orthophotos, were then
generated from the edited DEM. Final orthophotos and DEMs were exported from SOCET
SET and post-processed using ISIS for release into the Planetary Data System. Uncertainty
analysis was performed, and additional products were created and released.
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Figure 1. Workflow diagram for processing MESSENGER high-resolution stereo pairs to DEMs
(adapted from Henriksen et al. [21]).

3.1. Stereo Image Selection

We selected stereo images via a two-step process. First, we filtered all the images over
the desired target area for favorable acquisition conditions and then identified specific stereo
pairs. As proposed by Becker et al. [30], we adapted eight criteria, covering illumination
conditions, resolution, parallax angle, and image overlap. The search was performed using
the USGS isisminer application [16,17]. We initially limited the searches to NAC images;
if the site had sufficiently complete NAC stereo coverage, we checked for MLA profile
overlap. If NAC-MLA overlap did not exist, we then searched for WAC stereo images
that crossed MLA profiles. Due to MESSENGER’s highly elliptical orbit, NAC images
used for DEM production could range in pixel scale from less than 5 m to over 150 m,
and image illumination conditions and spacecraft geometries varied greatly. The amount
of overlap and the actual footprint of the DEMs were affected by the topography and
acquisition parameters.

We first sorted the images covering the target region to ensure adequate lighting,
viewing conditions, and spatial resolution. The criteria used in this sorting process are
summarized in Figure 2a,b. The incidence angle is between the Sun and the normal surface
vector (ideally between 40◦ and 65◦). The emission angle is between the normal surface
vector and the camera boresight intercept point; we selected images with emission angles
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between 0◦ and 40◦ to include images acquired during the so-called nadir (emission = 0◦)
mosaic imaging campaign [30]. Additionally, the native pixel scale of the images was taken
into consideration as any final DEMs would have a ground sampling distance of at least
three times the coarsest pixel scale of the stereo pair. For the DEMs we created, images had
pixel scales of ~150 m or better.
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conditions, yellow is acceptable, and red is not serviceable). The values shown here are adapted from
Becker et al. [30].

After vetting the images on acquisition parameters, images were evaluated for suit-
ability as part of a stereo pair (Figure 2c–g). Image pairs were first filtered to those that
shared at least a 30% overlap of common surface coverage. These overlapping regions were
then assessed based on pixel scale ratio, stereo strength, and illumination compatibility.
Strength of stereo is calculated as a ratio of the parallax between the two images over unit
height and illumination compatibility is obtained by measuring the shadow tip distance, or
the distance between the tips of the shadows in two images for a hypothetical post of unit
height [30]. Additionally, the absolute difference in the solar azimuth angle was required to
be less than 50◦ (optimally ≤ 20◦) [30].

Ultimately, we created DEMs covering nine different sites (see Appendices A and B).
Among the stereo pairs we used to create these DEMs, images had pixel scales ranging
from 19 m–150 m. Incidence angles ranged from 30◦–64◦ (all Catullus crater, Cunningham
crater, and Kuiper crater images had incidence angles between 30◦–40◦; images used for
Kertész crater, Paramour Rupes, and Sander crater DEMs all had incidence angles > 41◦).
Emission angles ranged from 1◦–50◦. Except for those used in the Sander DEM, all pairs
had stereo strength values between 0.37 and 0.65 (Table 1).
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Table 1. Image selection criteria statistics for the stereo images used in this study.

Acquisition Conditions Identifying Stereo Pairs

Incidence
Angle (◦)

Emission
Angle (◦)

Overlap
Percentage

Pixel Scale
Ratio

Strength of
Stereo

Shadow Tip
Distance (◦)

Solar Az.
Angle Diff. (◦)

Minimum 30 1 0.45 0.40 0.37 0.00 0.00

Maximum 64 50 100 0.99 1.39 0.02 32.65

Average 45 26 56.86 0.66 0.80 0.15 8.99

Median 44 32 51.81 0.68 0.72 0.11 6.60

After all the acceptable stereo pairs in a region were identified, we then selected
pairs that would give us the desired coverage for the site (Figure 3). These pairs were
controlled together and ultimately mosaicked in ISIS to create the final DEM. Because
some of the pairs were acquired serendipitously rather than systematically, often from
substantially different orbits, the coverage in regions of interest could vary significantly
in resolution and overlap between pairs [31]. We selected stereo pairs to provide optimal
coverage of the region; however, because we sampled our DEMs at 3× the pixel scale of
the lowest resolution image, and because controlling images with drastically different pixel
scales is more difficult, we selected stereo pairs with similar pixel scales wherever possible.
Individual images were frequently used in more than one stereo pair to maximize coverage
while minimizing production time.

3.2. Image Pre-Processing

The selected stereo pairs were ingested into ISIS, radiometrically calibrated, and
initialized with position and orientation parameters stored in SPICE kernels using the
planetary kernel pck00010_msgr_v21.tpc with a reference radius of 2439.4 km. This kernel
was used by all the products archived in the PDS volume MESSDEM1001 [32]. The kernel
parameters were then converted to a format compatible with SOCET SET 5.6 and imported
into SOCET SET. Finally, the images were converted to a 16-bit Tagged Interchange File
Format (TIFF) and imported into SOCET SET using an off-axis framing camera sensor
model developed by the USGS Astrogeology Science Center to accommodate the MDIS
NAC off-axis refractor [16,21].

3.3. Relative Orientation

An element of uncertainty is always present in spacecraft positioning and pointing;
therefore, it is necessary to correct for relative positional and pointing offsets, or the orien-
tation of one image compared to that of the other images being used [33]. All overlapping
images were linked together with at least nine equally distributed “tie” points, manually
selected by matching pixels between stereo images. We added additional points for large
areas or those with a complex topography. For each stereo pair, we started by putting in
nine points, and then added more until we had sufficient coverage to extract a precise
model that accurately followed the topography. For mosaics, where multiple stereo pairs
were used to build up coverage, we also added points to tie together each area of stereo
pair overlap. The images were then bundle-adjusted using a multi-sensor triangulation
(MST) algorithm to align the images in the Mercury body-fixed system [33,34].

A priori spacecraft and camera parameters were used as inputs into the MST algo-
rithm (Table 2) [21]. These parameters are loose constraints to help optimize the bundle-
adjustment solution. They were empirically selected based on estimates of the spacecraft
uncertainties and refined by iteratively adjusting values and examining the detailed bundle
adjustment output. For MDIS images, we used a set of three parameters for camera position
and three for camera pointing. These parameters were applied to every image except the
nadir-most image, which was temporarily held constant to prevent an overly large (km-
scale) shift from occurring due to the bundle adjustment. Following bundle-adjustment,
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we examined individual tie point residuals and adjusted the points until an adequate
overall RMSE was reached (ideally less than 0.2 pixels, although under 0.5 pixels was
acceptable) [21].
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Table 2. A priori bundle adjustment parameters.

MST Parameters Values

Camera ∆X 100 m
Camera ∆Y 100 m
Camera ∆Z 10 m

Attitude ∆Omega * 0.1◦

Attitude ∆phi * 0.1◦

Attitude ∆kappa * 0.1◦

* These three attitude parameters are functionally similar to roll, pitch, and yaw, although not exactly the same.
Roll, pitch, and yaw describe the rotation of a body while phi, omega, and kappa describe the rotation of an image
relative to a projected coordinate system.

3.4. Absolute Orientation

Absolute orientation describes the relationship between the features in the image
and their corresponding locations on the surface of Mercury. Here, absolute control was
achieved by adding ground points specifying exact ground (x, y, z) coordinates for given
pixel locations in the image. For MDIS DEMs, we extracted these ground coordinates from
MLA profiles covering the same areas.

Once an acceptable bundle adjustment solution for relative orientation was found, the
NAC images could be controlled directly to the MLA profiles. Ground control points were
created by identifying one or more points along individual profiles (which can be overlaid
over the images in SOCET SET by importing them as shapefiles) and visually identifying
their corresponding locations in the images. Using a stereo monitor to view the images
and profiles in 3D, users can select these corresponding locations by identifying distinct
topographic features that appear in both datasets. Ground points were added or adjusted
iteratively until we reached a state where we could visually observe that the MLA profiles
aligned well with the DEM topography. Therefore, while relatively few ground control
points were added (3 to 10), the rest of the overlying profiles acted as visual check points.

We then ran a new bundle adjustment that included both the ground control and
tie points to triangulate absolute orientation. We used the same parameters as the initial
bundle adjustment but with the nadir image no longer held constant. Because the bundle
adjustment now also included ground control points, we now had RMSE values for latitude,
longitude, and elevation in addition to the overall RMSE. These latitude, longitude, and
elevation RMSEs were considered acceptable when they fell within the known accuracies
of the MLA profiles.

Ideally, the NAC images would be co-registered directly to overlapping MLA profiles.
However, MLA profiles are relatively sparse, especially at southern latitudes. Occasionally,
a NAC image had insufficient or no MLA coverage (a minimum of three control points
are necessary to triangulate ground). For our Catullus crater and Paramour Rupes DEM
mosaics, where the sparsity of MLA points prevented direct control, a WAC stereo pair was
chosen that overlapped with the NAC stereo pair and MLA profiles. The WAC images had
resolutions ranging from 235 to 475 m/px, and were used to create DEMs of 1337 m/px
and 1589 m/px. Following the method described in Section 3.3, the two WAC images
were tied to each other and to the NAC images, and a bundle adjustment solution was
performed. This solution was evaluated by the same standards described in Section 3.3,
with an additional check to ensure the vertical offset between the WAC and NAC stereo
models was less than the expected precision for a DEM created from the WAC images. Then,
ground control points were added to control the WAC images to MLA profiles. Finally, by
bundle-adjusting the WACs and NACs together with these ground control points, the NAC
DEM could be indirectly controlled to the MLA profiles (Figure 4).

3.5. DEM Extraction

The sensor model contained a bug that resulted in errors when calculating extents for
image overlap. Therefore, it could not be used to directly extract a DEM. As a work-around,
we generated a cubic rational polynomial (CRP) approximation of the sensor model for each
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controlled image; these approximations have residual errors of less than 0.01 pixels. We
used the Next Generation Automatic Terrain Extraction (NGATE) program in SOCET SET
to extract elevations pixel by pixel from the CRP images; the program then downsampled
the results to create a DEM at a pixel scale that is a factor of three greater than the largest
pixel scale of an image in a stereo pair [35,36]. NGATE can be customized to a certain degree
using a strategy file that defines several correlation parameters, window size parameters,
and ways to filter the correlation results. We used strategy files customized for the MDIS
images. See [21] for more details about NGATE.
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Figure 4. Tie points connecting Kertész NAC DEM (top; displayed as a color-shaded relief map)
to an overlapping WAC DEM (middle; made from image pair EW0218288557G, EW0233348623G),
which is controlled to MLA profiles (bottom) projected to Mercury’s surface. Black circles represent
tie points between the NAC and WAC images, while black squares represent control points in the
WAC DEM from MLA points.

Despite the robust image matching techniques used by NGATE, the automatically
extracted DEM can contain some artifacts, or blunders, especially near edges, areas of steep
topography, or particularly homogenous areas (shadows can also cause DEM artifacts;
however, our images were selected to avoid shadows). Artifacts were identified visually
and from the confidence map generated by SOCET SET for the DEM and were removed
using SOCET SET interactive tools that allow the user to cut out sections of the DEM. Then,
using NGATE, new DEM “patches” were generated to cover these missing areas and were
merged back into the original DEM. These small DEM patches were regenerated using
boundary coordinates in stereo that finely delineated the overlap between the images and
accounted for local changes in topography. Constraining the stereo algorithm to a small
portion of each image as defined by these boundaries forced the algorithm to compare
identical locations and yielded good correlation results. SOCET SET also offers interactive
tools that allow a user to manually adjust the heights of individual points, but we did not
use these tools for these DEMs [21]. The final confidence map product maps the per-pixel
results of the NGATE correlations to a small number of integer values (1–15) to enable user
evaluation of the DEM. A look-up table is provided in the Readme for each DEM.

The final DEM underwent a last comparison to MLA to ensure that there were no
remaining systematic offsets. If any were detected, we then went back to the bundle
adjustment step to adjust the ground control and tie points.

3.6. Orthophoto Generation

Once a final DEM was corrected and checked for errors, it was used to orthorectify the
16-bit NAC images used in its creation. This process, performed within SOCET SET, uses
the elevations given by the DEM to correct image distortion by calculating and correcting
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for shifts in pixel location due to camera obliquity and terrain relief [34]. The resulting
orthophotos are free from distortion (within the limits of the DEM accuracy) caused by
topography and camera viewing angle, allowing direct and accurate distance measurements
between pixels [37]. Orthophotos were generated at both the DEM pixel scale and the
native image pixel scale.

3.7. Planetary Data System (PDS) Products and Derived Products

In addition to the DEM, which was converted to IMG format using ISIS, several derived
products were created and made available through the PDS (Figure 5). A confidence map
and orthophotos of each image in the stereo pair are provided at both the pixel scale of the
DEM and the largest native pixel scale from the stereo pair. A terrain-shaded relief map, a
color-shaded relief map, a slope map, and corresponding legends are also provided at the
pixel scale of the DEM in the EXTRAS directory of the PDS in GeoTIFF format, as well as
a 32-bit GeoTIFF of the DEM. GeoTIFF products were created using the Geospatial Data
Abstraction Library (GDAL) [38]. For sites where multiple stereo pairs were used to build
up coverage, the overlapping products were mosaicked using the ISIS program automos
and released in addition to the individual products.
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4. Results: Uncertainty Analysis

The DEMs were evaluated based on qualitative and quantitative error analyses. Con-
tour intervals created from the DEMs were compared to the images using a stereo viewer
to confirm a close match with the terrain. The overlapping stereo pairs were also compared
to the available MLA elevation points to ensure that there was no tilt present in the DEM
and that the profiles closely aligned with the images in stereo. Here, we report quantita-
tive metrics for precision and accuracy for each site (Table 3), and compare them to other
regional DEMs.

Table 3. Summary data and error analysis for completed regions.

Site Name
# of

Stereo
Pairs

Center
Latitude,

Longitude
(◦N, ◦E)

DEM
Mosaic

Pixel Scale
(m)

Relative
Linear

(Vertical)
Error (m)

# of MLA
Points for

Comparison

MLA Mean
(Vertical)

Offset (m)

MLA
Standard
Deviation

(m)

Catullus Crater * 1 21.88◦, 292.5◦ 84 84 777 −255 188

Cunningham
Crater 9 30.40◦, 157.0◦ 105 85 127 2 58

Degas Crater 1 36.86◦, 232.6◦ 97 70 125 −1 109

Scarp in NW
Rembrandt Basin 1 −31.16◦,

82.5◦ 500 383 - - -

Kertész Crater 2 31.45◦, 146.3◦ 120 98 27 −9 51

Kuiper Crater 1 −11.3◦,
329.1◦ 270 161 - - -

Paramour Rupes * 3 −5.07◦,
145.1◦ 450 261 138 −5 185

Raditladi Hollows 3 15.20◦, 120.2◦ 180 137 154 −44 52

Sander Crater 36 42.50◦, 154.7◦ 162 70 756 −44 65

* MLA offsets are obtained from WAC DEMs tied to the NAC DEMs.

4.1. Relative Linear Error

The SOCET SET software calculates precision as a relative error at a 90% confidence
level, meaning that 90% of the errors in elevation measurements will be equal to or less
than the reported value [34,37]. The vertical precision for each DEM is reported as relative
linear error (Table 3) and is expected to be less than the pixel scale of the DEM [21,39]. The
horizontal precision of the DEM is reported to be equal to the pixel scale of the DEM, as
the pixel scale is consistently greater than the relative circular (or horizontal) error at 90%
confidence, as reported by SOCET SET [34,37].

4.2. Offsets from MLA

Positional accuracy was evaluated by comparing DEM elevations with MLA eleva-
tions. Wherever MLA profiles directly crossed the DEM, the mean, median, and standard
deviation of the offsets were evaluated (Figure 6). However, if, due to the highly elliptical
orbit of MESSENGER and the sparse MLA coverage, no co-located profiles were available,
then offsets were reported from the broader area WAC DEMs (controlled to MLA profiles).
Some DEMs in the southern hemisphere had no MLA coverage; these products were not
absolutely controlled, and for these we report only the relative precision.

With the range accuracy of MLA better than 20 m, ideally the measured differences
between the DEMs and MLA profiles would also be <20 m. However, despite ongoing
refinement of both our error analysis and DEM processing methods, consistently obtaining
this level of accuracy remained challenging; manual alignment in stereo was made more
difficult by varying image resolutions within stereo pairs. The seven DEMs we controlled
to MLA had a median mean offset of −9 m. These offsets are also affected by horizontal
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errors due to uncertainty in position and orientation for MLA profiles [28]. Nevertheless,
in all but one case, we were able to achieve mean offsets less than the pixel scale of the
DEM (Table 3).
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4.3. Comparison to Other Regional Topographic Products

The sparse MLA data does not allow us to fully evaluate the level of detail cap-
tured in the DEMs; therefore, we compared our products to overlapping DEMs from
other publicly available regional datasets with overlapping DEMs and similar pixel scales
(Table 4; Fassett [24]; Ostrach and Dundas [25]; and Preusker et al. [28]). Of the other high-
resolution MDIS DEM datasets, we shared no overlapping DEMs with Tenthoff et al. [26],
and Weirich et al.’s [27] DEMs are not yet publicly available.

Table 4. Regional MDIS DEM datasets used in this comparison.

Dataset Method Resolution Range
(m/px) Number of DEMs

ASU Site (# DEMs
from Dataset That

Overlap)

Manheim et al. (this study)
(“ASU”) SOCET SET 78–500 9 mosaics;

57 individual DEMs -

Fassett [24] (“FAS”) Ames Stereo Pipeline 45–245 96 Catullus (2), Degas (1),
Raditladi (3), Sander (1)

Ostrach and Dundas [25]
(“OST”) SOCET SET 25–120 11 Degas (1), Sander (1),

Kertész (2)

Preusker et al. [28] (“PRU”) Custom
stereophotogrammetry 222 4 quadrangles Catullus (1), Degas (1),

Kuiper (1)
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Because the Ostrach and Dundas [25] (“OST”) and Fassett [24] (“FAS”) DEMs used
reference radii of 2440.0 km, we added 600 m to these DEMs to adjust them to the 2439.4 km
radii used by us (“ASU”) and by Preusker et al. [28] (“PRU”). The FAS and OST DEMs
were also produced using version 2 (crossover-corrected) of the MLA profiles, whereas only
version 1 of the MLA profiles was available when our DEMs were created. In the regions
we examined, there was a km-scale shift between the two versions of the MLA. To account
for any remaining offsets, we applied translations produced by running the pc_align tool
from the Ames Stereo Pipeline [40].

To collect profiles for comparison, all the DEMs were loaded into QGIS [41]. The
QGIS Profile Tool plugin was used to simultaneously collect profiles across the overlapping
DEMs [42]. These profiles were then exported for analysis.

The translations from pc_align were predominantly horizontal (see Figure 7b,c). The
horizontal offsets originate at least partially from differences between the two versions of
MLA data used; other minor factors are the sparseness of the MLA profiles and the fact
that each product was controlled to different profiles and numbers of MLA points.
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Figure 7. Degas crater profiles. (a) Colorized elevation map of ASU (97 m/px) shown over OST DEM
(90 m/px), FAS DEM (95 m/px), and PRU H03 quadrangle (222 m/px). (b) Elevations for profile A
for each DEM before alignment. (c) Elevations for profile A after alignment. (d,e) Post-alignment
elevations for profiles B and C.

The remaining differences between the DEMs are largely due to the differing pixel
scales, as expected. The 222 m/px PRU DEMs are significantly smoother and shallower
than the ASU (90–97 m) Degas DEMs when observing small features (e.g., the central
peaks; Figure 7c,d), but elevation ranges agree well over longer baselines (e.g., crater
diameter; Figure 7e). The detail captured by our Degas DEM most closely matches the
detail from OST, which was produced using the same method. Minor differences between
ASU and FAS likely originated from the different extraction algorithms, as well as some
remaining misalignment.

Profiles over Sander crater’s central peak show that ASU, FAS, and OST DEMs capture
similar features, but that the ASU mosaic, with approximately twice the pixel scale of FAS
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and OST, has more outliers and captures less fine detail (Figure 8). For the Sander site, we
also viewed the DEMs as contour lines over an ASU DEM orthophoto (Figure 8b). For this
small area, features in FAS are somewhat more smoothed out than in OST and ASU, while
the ASU, as expected, contains more noise (see Figure 8c).
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Our DEM of Kuiper crater was not controlled to MLA at all, as MLA becomes extremely
sparse south of the equator. However, it does overlap with the PRU H06 quadrangle, which
extends from 22.5◦S to 22.5◦N and therefore has MLA coverage over its northern half;
its RMS vertical offset from MLA is 88 m [28]. We used pc_align to co-register the ASU
Kuiper DEM to H06 and found a 934.4 m vertical offset, but a relatively good horizontal
alignment (the optimal horizontal translation was <1 px for the ASU DEM) (Figure 9). At
270 m/px, the ASU DEM is a lower resolution than the 222 m/px quadrangle; however,
more fine detail is captured in the ASU profile, likely due to differences in methodology
and product coverage.
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Figure 9. Kuiper crater profiles. Here, ASU DEM has been vertically translated by subtracting
934.4 m; no other alignment was performed. (a) ASU 90 m contour map overlaid on ASU orthophoto,
shown over PRU DEM. (b) Elevations from ASU (270 m/px) and PRU (222 m/px) for profile A.

To more comprehensively evaluate the residual offsets between the DEMs, we created
difference maps by subtracting the pc_aligned DEMs produced by FAS, OST, and PRU
from the overlapping ASU DEMs. Table 5 shows the statistical summaries of these maps.
The mean differences are within 4 m with the exception of three outliers; all are within
20 m. The means of the absolute differences are all less than 65 m. Larger mean absolute
differences are associated with larger differences in pixel scales between the two DEMs.
The standard deviations indicate fairly tight distributions; however, the minimums and
maximums can be quite large, with total ranges between 285 m and 1226 m.

Following Bland et al., 2021 [43], we also created histograms of the difference maps to
examine the distribution of offsets between the DEMs. They were approximately normally
distributed, but with abnormally large tails. As a generally representative example, we
show difference maps and histograms of Sander crater in Figure 10. Figure 10a,c show
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that the largest residual offsets are concentrated at the areas of most extreme topography:
along the crater walls and at the steepest points of the central peak. Both FAS and OST here
have an approximately 2× finer pixel scale than ASU, which may account for some of the
residual offsets.

Table 5. Summary of differences between ASU DEMs and overlying DEMs.

ASU DEM Subtracted
DEM

Standard
Deviation

Mean Diff.
(m)

Std Dev. of
Abs. Diff.

Mean Abs.
Diff.

Minimum
(m)

Maximum
(m)

Catullus FAS a 39.97 2.31 29.51 27.06 −417.34 284.83
Catullus FAS b 62.27 −0.06 50.61 36.29 −873.00 352.96
Catullus PRU 56.83 −6.71 41.25 39.66 −404.20 263.67

Degas FAS 17.78 −0.18 13.39 11.69 −161.41 123.54
Degas OST 19.77 0.81 14.51 13.46 −207.45 185.70
Degas PRU 84.62 −10.45 66.54 53.31 −571.25 430.98

Kertész OST c 20.23 0.22 14.67 13.93 −193.86 201.48
Kertész OST d 37.57 −2.30 28.82 24.20 −256.25 315.43
Kuiper DLR 55.77 0.93 37.21 41.55 −552.13 620.03

Raditladi FAS e 85.43 19.87 59.39 64.55 −397.21 559.83
Raditladi FAS f 31.30 2.46 22.49 21.90 −248.57 246.98
Raditladi FAS g 31.79 2.97 23.24 21.89 −256.89 594.35
Sander FAS 38.54 −0.60 28.07 26.42 −367.55 366.59
Sander OST 35.70 −3.60 25.75 24.99 −237.77 236.10

Note: ASU DEM mosaics were used where available instead of individual pairs. Where ASU DEMs are com-
pared to multiple DEMs from one other dataset, we disambiguate by providing the DEM names: a 293E22N_0,
b 293E22N_1, c DEM_100m_MSGR_Kertesz_crater_2_isis3, d DEM_70m_MSGR_Kertesz_crater_M2015,
e 118E26N_0, f 121E27N_0, g 121E27N_1.
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Our comparisons with other regional DEMs show that once large offsets are removed,
products have comparable elevation ranges. Most discrepancies in the small-scale features
captured are attributable to differences in DEM pixel scale, although minor horizontal
misalignment and noise are also factors. The ASU, FAS, and OST DEMs, which have similar
areas of coverage and numbers of input images, capture similar amounts of detail when
they have roughly the same pixel scales.

5. Discussion: Scientific Application
5.1. Anomalous High-Reflectance Regions in Kertész and Sander Craters

Blewett et al. [8,10,44,45] characterized distinctive features called “hollows” composed
of relatively blue (433 nm to 559 nm ratio) and high-reflectance material. Hollows are
shallow, rimless, irregularly shaped depressions, are distributed globally, and appear to
form preferentially on crater floors, central peaks, and peak rings. The new DEMs of Sander
crater, Kertész crater, and Raditladi basin presented here, all of which host hollows, provide
the means to investigate formation theories proposed by previous studies.

5.2. Formation Hypotheses

Current hypotheses proposed to explain hollow formation agree that a volatile compo-
nent is being lost, resulting in a collapse of the weakened matrix [10]. Several possibilities
for the loss mechanism and the source of volatiles have been proposed. Vaughan et al. [46]
suggested that sulfides or chlorides in differentiated impact melt could sublimate at surface
temperatures. Blewett et al. [8,44] proposed that space weathering (sputtering by solar-
wind ions, bombardment by micrometeoroids, exposure to solar heating, and ultraviolet
fluxes) could cause the destruction and loss of volatile-bearing phases, such as sulfides.
Alternately, Blewett et al. [8,44] noted that sequestered magmatic volatiles or fumarolic
minerals from volcanic activity could later be exposed by impacts and lost by solar heating.
Thomas et al. [9] suggested that endogenic heating of volatiles in upper crustal rocks
could lead to sublimation. Phillips et al. [47] proposed a model in which thermal decay
of sulfide minerals resulted in fumarolic systems that altered the near-surface and drove
hollow formation. Measurements of hollow depths in high-resolution images have shown
that hollows consistently have depths of tens of meters [8,9,24,45,46]. The mechanisms
proposed generally posit that hollows grow in depth until either the material is exhausted
or a lag deposit reaches sufficient thickness to halt the volatile loss [10].

For Kertész and Sander craters, we investigate three distinct floor units that are not
observed in Raditladi: smooth sheet, pitted sheet, and bright knob/deep floor materials
(Figures 11–13). Vaughan et al. [46] defined these units and proposed that they represent the
progression of hollow formation from smooth sheet to pitted sheet to the final stage, where
the lowest elevation of the deep floor represents the maximum depth of the hollow-forming
layer. Because the Kertész hollows are larger and more sharply defined than those in Sander
crater, and the Kertész DEM, at 120 m/px, has a finer pixel scale than Sander (162 m/px) or
Raditladi (180 m/px), we focused our investigation primarily on Kertész crater.

5.3. Findings: Kertész Crater

Kertész is a 33 km diameter crater with a depth of 2.2 km. It has two central peaks,
with heights of 550 m and 600 m from the surrounding crater floor. A slump is present on
the south wall, and abutting the crater wall on the southwest side of the floor just west of
the slump is a pit ~360 m deeper than the surrounding crater floor. Hollows are distributed
over the entire crater floor, extending in some areas to slumped units in the crater walls
and onto lower regions of the central peaks (Figure 11).

In a sample of Kertész’s most well-defined hollows (six on the north/northwest side
of the crater, four on the east/southeast sides; both regions defined by Vaughan et al. [46]
as bright knob/deep floor), we calculated depth by subtracting minimum elevation on the
hollow floor from the average hollow rim elevation. Measurements were taken in SOCET
SET from the stereo pair released as KERTS01 using a stereo viewer (see Appendix C
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for red–blue anaglyphs of Kertész, Sander, and Raditladi stereo pairs). The images had
pixel scales of 33 m and 40 m/px. The southeast hollows ranged from 20–62 m deep,
while the significantly larger pits on the northwest side ranged from 35–101 m deep; the
overall average depth was 51 m or a median depth of 48 m. Measurements taken from
the DEM were somewhat shallower, averaging 30 m deep on the southeast side and 48 m
deep on the northwest side. The stereo measurements, while involving a more ambiguous
amount of uncertainty due to the user intervention required, are able to take advantage
of the full resolution of the images; therefore, a stereo viewer may be required to extract
the most data out of the stereo model. The depths found in stereo somewhat exceed the
~30 m maximum depth found by Vaughan et al. [46], possibly because that study used
higher-resolution images and therefore was able to measure smaller hollows. The less
well-defined hollows (“pitted sheet”) were too small to measure in our DEM, although
both profiles and measurements taken in stereo in SOCET SET suggest depths of <10 m.
Our measurements do fall within the general ranges of typical hollow depths found by
previous studies (tens of meters).

We also noted several large contiguous regions where the Kertész smooth sheet was not
pitted (or very minimally pitted), but was concave to at least the depth of the surrounding
deep floor units; first, in a 4 km by 1 km sheet to the southwest, bordering the deep pit
mentioned earlier; and secondly, in a smaller (1 × 1 km) region adjacent to the taller of
the central peaks. At their highest points, these two smooth sheets are raised above the
surrounding deep floor units to approximately the same height as the tops of the bright
knobs, but they sink at their centers to depths of 27 m for the southwest sheet and 72 m
for the central sheet. For the southwest sheet, the deepest point is approximately the same
elevation as the bottom of the surrounding pits. For the central sheet, the lowest point
of the concavity is at least 40 m lower than the average floor of the surrounding bright
knob/deep floor unit. We discuss these smooth sheet regions in our analysis in Section 5.6.

5.4. Findings: Sander Crater

Sander crater is larger than Kertész, with a diameter of 52 km and a depth of 2.5 km.
The floor of Sander crater is dominated by the unit designated as pitted sheet; these hollows
are generally too small to be reliably measured at the DEM pixel scale (Figure 12). However,
five distinct bright knob/deep floor hollows were identified and measured from the stereo
pair used to create SANDR18. These hollows had an average depth of 31 m when measured
in stereo (range of 9–65 m).

5.5. Findings: Raditladi Basin

Hollows in Raditladi Basin surround the peak ring and are found on peak mountains
(Figure 13). Unlike the hollows in Sander and Kertész, only one type of occurrence is found;
the hollows are clearly defined and most closely resemble the bright knob/deep floor unit.
However, the hollows are small enough (<1 km in diameter) that, in most cases, the DEM
pixel scale (180 m/px) was not fine enough for precise measurements of individual hollows.
Furthermore, the Raditladi DEM for the stereo pair measured (RADIT02) has a relative
linear error of 137 m, significantly worse than either Kertész or Sander. We measured
five of the largest hollows in stereo to find an average depth of 28 m (range of 24–32 m).
This value differs from the average shadow-length depth for this area (44 m) reported
by Blewett et al. [8]; however, our calculated depth likely represents a very conservative
estimate due to the DEM’s coarser resolution.

5.6. Analysis

Our results for the depth of the pitted regions, knobby regions, and individual hollows
in Sander and Kertész are consistent with the depth of hollows found by other analyses.
Blewett et al. [45] used shadow-length measurements on 565 high-resolution images to
determine the depths of hollows and found an average depth of 24 m. Other shadow-length
depth estimates of hollows [8,9,45,46] generally agree with the findings described here.
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Fassett [24] used MDIS DEMs produced with the Ames Stereo Pipeline to examine hollows
and found an average depth of 32 m.
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Figure 11. (a) Kertész crater orthophoto overlaid with a color-shaded elevation map. Polygons show
hollowed areas of floor investigated here; dotted circles mark characteristic units of pitted terrain (i),
smooth floor (ii), and bright knob/deep floor (iii). Yellow dots indicate ten hollows measured for this
study. See Appendix A for stereo pair details. (b) Elevation profiles. Inset profile shows a detail of
bright knob/deep floor area; arrows indicate distinct hollows.
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Figure 12. (a) Sander crater overlaid with a color-shaded elevation map. Polygons show hollowed
areas of floor investigated here; dotted circles mark characteristic units of pitted terrain (i), smooth
floor (ii), and bright knob/deep floor (iii). (b) Detail of SANDR18 orthophoto showing a portion
of the crater floor and central peak. Yellow dots indicate the hollows measured for this study. See
Appendix A for stereo pair details. (c) Elevation profiles. Inset profile shows a detail of bright
knob/deep floor area; arrows indicate distinct hollows.
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Figure 13. (a) Hollows along the peak ring of Raditladi Basin in color-shaded elevation map overlaid
on associated orthophoto mosaic. The white line (A–A’) indicates the extent of the profile taken
across the hollowed region. Yellow dots indicate five individual hollows measured for this study. See
Appendix A for stereo details. (b) Elevation profile.

Blewett et al. [45] interpreted the typical depth of several tens of meters to indicate that
hollows increase in depth until a sufficient lag deposit of devolatilized material develops
and protects the underlying material from further loss of volatiles. Our observations of
Kertész, Sander, and Raditladi are consistent with this hypothesis. The presence of a deep,
smooth, concave sheet in Kertész crater is also consistent with Vaughan et al. [46]. They
proposed that the hollows in Kertész formed in a massive sulfide or chloride deposit that
resulted from differentiation and immiscibility in the impact melt that pooled in the crater
floor. The concavities revealed by the topography may be related to volatile loss from
such a thick, relatively pure volatile-bearing layer. Hollows found elsewhere commonly
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occur in places with steep topographic slopes (e.g., crater central peaks and walls) where
pooling and differentiation of impact melt seems unlikely [10]. Thus, formation of hollows
within impact melt pools (as at Kertész) may differ from that in material containing a lower
abundance of a volatile-bearing phase.

6. Conclusions

Nine science sites consisting of 57 stereo pairs were completed (Appendix A;
Appendix B) and archived to the NASA PDS in December 2016 as part of the MESSENGER
DEM PDS Archive [29] (https://pdsimage2.wr.usgs.gov/archive/mess-h-mdis-5-dem-
elevation-v1.0/MESSDEM_1001/DEM/REGIONAL/IMG/, accessed on 20 July 2022).
Created from 49 NAC images, these DEMs are some of the highest-resolution, most precise,
and most accurate topographic products of Mercury currently available. However, these
represent only a few of the thousands of stereo pairs acquired with pixel scales of 13–150 m.
As well as producing more DEMs, future work could include using global MESSENGER
DEM products as additional sources of absolute control to improve local DEM accuracy
and resolve issues with sparse MLA data at lower latitudes. We could also further au-
tomate several of the steps in our methodology (adding tie points, registering to MLA).
That said, one of the benefits of our method over other, faster, more automated methods
is that we use manual intervention and stereo viewing to visually inspect and validate
the entire model [21,43]. More precise, accurate DEMs will provide necessary data for
geologic studies of unique features on Mercury’s surface and complement observations
by the SIMBIO-SYS instrument on the BepiColumbo spacecraft scheduled to enter orbit in
2025 [48].
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Appendix A

List of DEMs created for each site and the images providing stereo for each DEM,
DEM pixel scales, and relative linear errors. A DEM mosaic (indicated by a name ending in
“MS”) was created for each site with more than one associated DEM.
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Site DEM Name Image 1 Image 2
Pixel
Scale
(m)

Relative
Linear

Error (m)
Vent in

Catullus
Crater

CATLS01 EN1020925599M EN1020925715M 84 83.56

Cunningham
Crater

CNGHM01 EN0215633679M EN1012716022M 78 48.97

“ CNGHM02 EN0215633679M EN1012716026M 78 48.00
“ CNGHM03 EN0215633673M EN1025248438M 105 53.67
“ CNGHM04 EN0215633679M EN1025248438M 105 53.28
“ CNGHM05 EN0215633673M EN1012716026M 78 48.51
“ CNGHM06 EN0215633679M EN1025248434M 102 52.89
“ CNGHM07 EN0215633685M EN1025248434M 102 52.64
“ CNGHM08 EN1010038716M EN1012716018M 78 82.29
“ CNGHM09 EN1010038716M EN1012716022M 78 84.69
“ CNGHMMS - - 105 84.69

Degas Crater DEGAS01 EN1008944217M EN1024240075M 97 69.26
Scarp in NW
Rembrandt

Basin
HYNEK01 EN1015859904M EN1015861167M 500 383.01

Kertész
Crater

KERTS01 EN1010096377M EN1025335005M 120 71.46

“ KERTS02 EN1010096377M EN1010096528M 120 97.34
“ KERTSMS - - 120 97.34

Kuiper
Crater

KUIPR01 EN0223659984M EN1002982634M 270 160.37

Paramour
Rupes

PARMR01 EN1045386684M EN1045387902M 450 256.82

“ PARMR02 EN1045386684M EN1045387906M 432 256.94
“ PARMR03 EN1045386688M EN1045387906M 432 260.93
“ PARMRMS - - 450 260.93

Raditladi
Basin

RADIT01 EN1015425730M EN1015426008M 180 134.99

“ RADIT02 EN1015425734M EN1015426008M 180 136.62
“ RADIT03 EN1015425734M EN1015426012M 180 134.74
“ RADITMS - - 180 136.62

Sander
Crater

SANDR01 EN1012745010M EN0218289182M 105 31.95

“ SANDR02 EN1012745010M EN0218289189M 103 31.11
“ SANDR03 EN1012745010M EN0217906385M 160 56.26
“ SANDR04 EN1012745010M EN0233476482M 92 21.43
“ SANDR05 EN1010125026M EN0217906385M 160 45.96
“ SANDR06 EN1012745056M EN1010125151M 88 66.78
“ SANDR07 EN1012745056M EN0218289182M 105 37.46
“ SANDR08 EN1012745056M EN0218289189M 103 36.23
“ SANDR09 EN1012745056M EN0217906385M 160 56.36
“ SANDR10 EN1012745056M EN0233476482M 92 23.73
“ SANDR11 EN1010125151M EN0217906385M 160 50.19
“ SANDR12 EN1010125151M EN1010067392M 88 67.22
“ SANDR13 EN1010125151M EN1010067396M 88 69.59
“ SANDR14 EN0218289168M EN0217906381M 162 40.46
“ SANDR15 EN0218289175M EN0217906381M 162 39.96
“ SANDR16 EN0218289175M EN0217906385M 160 40.05
“ SANDR17 EN0218289175M EN1012773887M 107 44.74
“ SANDR18 EN0218289182M EN0217906385M 160 39.62
“ SANDR19 EN0218289182M EN1012773893M 105 44.19
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Site DEM Name Image 1 Image 2
Pixel
Scale
(m)

Relative
Linear

Error (m)
“ SANDR20 EN0218289189M EN0217906385M 160 39.11
“ SANDR21 EN0218289189M EN0217906389M 157 39.09
“ SANDR22 EN0218289189M EN1012773893M 103 42.36
“ SANDR23 EN0218289189M EN1012773899M 103 43.55
“ SANDR24 EN0218289189M EN1012773904M 103 44.59
“ SANDR25 EN0218289196M EN0217906389M 157 38.6
“ SANDR26 EN0218289196M EN1012773904M 101 42.77
“ SANDR27 EN0217906381M EN1012773887M 162 48.77
“ SANDR28 EN0217906385M EN1010067392M 160 54.88
“ SANDR29 EN0217906385M EN1012773887M 160 48.64
“ SANDR30 EN0217906385M EN1012773893M 160 48.35
“ SANDR31 EN0233476482M EN1012773887M 92 25.61
“ SANDR32 EN0233476482M EN1012773893M 92 26.36
“ SANDR33 EN0233476482M EN1012773899M 92 27.14
“ SANDR34 EN0233476487M EN1012773899M 91 26.22
“ SANDR35 EN0233476487M EN1012773904M 91 26.99
“ SANDR36 EN0233476492M EN1012773904M 90 26.11
“ SANDRMS - - 162 69.59

Appendix B

Color-shaded relief maps of all completed regional MESSENGER DEMs (nine sites).
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Anaglyphs of DEMs containing hollowed regions. Note that anaglyphs are vertically
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